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Let’s start with the end in mind. After the first six weeks, the daily reading block will consist of three 

facets. Each of these parts serves a different purpose and is vital to growing a reader.  Although the target 

skills and lesson resources will vary, the architecture or rhythm of the reading block rarely changes. 

The teacher will meet with the whole 
class for 15-20 minutes and provide 
explicit reading instruction.  

There are four different mini-lesson 
types: 1) Comprehension lessons, 2) 
Fluency lessons, 3) Word-work lessons, 
and 4) Procedural lessons. 

A single reading block typically in-
cludes multiple mini-lessons, meaning 
students will convene as a whole class 
more than once. 

The purpose of the mini-lesson is for 
the teacher to introduce and model 
new skills/strategies and provide 
students a chance to try them briefly. 

These mini-lessons are intended to 
only provide direct instruction; they do 
not allow for a lot of student practice. 
Students will be expected to practice 
and master these skills/strategies in the 
reading work they do in future small 
groups and literacy stations.

Whole-Class 
Mini-Lessons

•	 Whole	class means that all students participate. 
•	 Mini	means that it’s a short meeting— 15-20 minutes. 
•	 Lesson means that it includes instruction, modeling, etc. 

•	 Small	group means 5-6 students. 
•	 Guided	means the teacher/an adult is providing the instruction.
•	 Instruction means it is customized and appropriate for specific readers.

The goal of meeting with small groups of 5-6 students is 
differentiation.  Students within one classroom could range 
among a wide variety of reading-development stages. 

Whole-class mini-lessons are a means of pushing out general 
information to the masses. However, it’s in small-group meet-
ings that the teacher differentiates the level of text complex-
ity, support, or even the skill. 

Small-group guided instruction is NOT executing the same thing with rotating 
groups of students. The teacher does NOT utilize the same text, ask the same 
questions, or facilitate the same discussion with all groups. 

Small-Group
Guided Instruction

All instruction in small groups fits the needs of the read-
ers in that particular group.  Groups can be arranged by 
strategy, level, or even interest. 

The purpose of guided instruction is for students to 
receive tailored instruction from the teacher (or resource 
teacher or instructional assistant). With the teacher-to-
student ratio much smaller, each student receives more 
support, and the teacher can see who is  “getting” it.

The purpose of literacy stations is to practice previously-
taught skills in order to increase fluency, accuracy, and con-
fidence. There are five station types — Classroom Library, 
Fluency, Word Work, Listening, and Write-About-Reading. 

Independent
Literacy Stations

•	 Independent	means without the teacher (but may include peer support).
•	 Literacy	means it targets relevant reading skills.
•	 Station refers to how the student is practicing— not where.

Although this practice requires classroom time, it doesn’t require 
nearby teacher support. Depending on the student’s individual 
readiness, some stations include independent work and others 
require a partner or small group.  In fact, minimizing the number 
of students working together maximizes their productivity.

THE BIG PICTURE

Each literacy station 
does NOT require its 
own physical space.

Stations aren’t places. They 
simply refer to how	the 
student is practicing cur-
rent skills— not physically 
where	he is executing them. 

Each literacy station does NOT 
consist of four or more students 
playing a game or doing an activity. 

Several students may be doing the same 
station work and yet be seated in various 
places. Some may be at their desks, others 
on the floor, or anywhere the teacher has 
deemed appropriate for this type of work. 

Station work does NOT 
include coloring pages 
or worksheet packets. 

Rather, students should be  
actively and academically 
engaged with authentic 
reading in order to practice 
target skills. 

#1
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The first six weeks are vital for setting the tone, outlining expectations, practicing 

procedures, and building stamina. The teacher is not available to work with small groups 

of readers if the rest of the class does not know what to work on or how to work on it.

THE LAUNCH

• How to know where to work for stations 
• How to work alone for longer periods of time 
• How to make decisions with a partner 
• How to get supplies and put things away 

Procedural Lessons
FOR WHOLE-CLASS MINI-LESSONS

• How the mini-lesson is organized 
• How to sit during a mini-lesson
• How to participate in a Turn	&	Talk	 
• How to transition when the mini-lesson is over

Without procedures in place, whole-class time will be spent 
managing behaviors instead of teaching content. Practice 
everything from where to sit to how to interact so that your 
mini-lessons are short, focused, and dynamic. 

Without procedures in place, literacy stations will look, feel, 
and sound a lot like indoor recess. Troubleshoot everything 
from appropriate noise level to common problems so that 
when the teacher is busy, students can work independently. 

FOR INDEPENDENT LITERACY STATIONS

Without procedures in place, small-group meetings are 
chaotic. Practice everything from accessing supplies to 
transitioning back to stations so that each guided-reading 
group is efficient and effective. 

• How to sit at the guided-reading table 
• How books/supplies will be distributed 
• How to have conversations at the reading table 
• How to leave the table

FOR SMALL-GROUP GUIDED INSTRUCTION

Students read texts chosen from individual book “boxes” (e.g., picture books, information-
al texts, magazines, chapter books, leveled texts, poems/reader’s theatre scripts, etc.).

Students practice reading text fluently with a partner.  Text is from their own personal 
book boxes or one of the “Fluency” boxes containing poems, reader’s theatre scripts, text 
written for two voices, big books, poems in pocket charts, etc.

Students work on high-frequency words, phonics patterns, alphabetical order, and vo-
cabulary with sorting and game-like activities (e.g., Bang!,	Concentration,	ABC	Chart,	Bingo,	
Go	Fish,	Look-Say-Cover-Write-Check,	Cubing, etc.).  These activities often require manipula-
tives and a partner. Although the procedures taught stay the same all year, the level of 
word difficulty increases. 

Students utilize technology (e.g., websites, mp3 files, CDs) to listen to audio text while fol-
lowing along in the text (e.g., picture book, chapter book, textbook, leveled reader, etc.).

Students respond to the text through writing (e.g., drawing, labeling, listing, sentence 
writing, etc.).  Write-about-reading can be its own station or incorporated as a facet within 
other stations (e.g., during-reading graphic organizer, after-reading response task, etc.).

Classroom
Library

Listening
Station

Word-
Work

Station

Fluency
Station

Write-
About-

Reading

The teacher (or 
small-group meet-
ing) is NOT a station 
students rotate 
through. 

While the teacher meets homogeneous groups based on data, 
the stations contain mixed abilities of students.  When a small 
group ends, the students disperse out to a variety of heteroge-
neous stations. The teacher then retrieves the students needed 
for the next small-group meeting.

#5

Although the 
same stations 

#6

are used all year 
long, the students 
are NOT actually do-
ing the same activity. 
They experience va-
riety and	choice!

That said, do NOT re-
place all the station 
activities every Mon-
day. Achieve variety 
by adding station 
content based on 
newly learned skills. 
This increases their 
choices. 

At the same time, 
make room for this 
new content by oc-
casionally removing 
that which is old and 
stale or that which 
has been mastered.
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WEEK #6 FOCUS:  Provide opportunities for 
students to practice time management and 
station procedures while you conclude one-
on-one assessments and prepare for small-
group meetings.

WEEK #1 FOCUS: Set the expectation that 
the students will sometimes work alone 
without the help of the teacher. 

WEEK #2 FOCUS: Shape how students 
make choices regarding texts to read,  
places to work, etc. 

WEEK #3 FOCUS: Fine-tune how students  
make choices with a peer, compromise 
when they disagree, and cooperate to  
complete a task.

WEEK #4 FOCUS: Introduce that multiple 
stations happen simultaneously within the 
workshop setting and how to efficiently 
transition among them. 

WEEK #5 FOCUS:  Reveal a system to 
communicate what	each student does and 
when during the workshop. (In addition, 
begin one-on-one assessments to prepare 
for small-group meetings.)

Model how to read alone beginning with just a few minutes 
and growing their reader stamina.  Stop the whole class as 
soon as someone breaks procedure.  Give feedback and im-
mediately try the procedure again with the whole class.  

Model how to make choices regarding the books they read and 
the places they sit. Continue to grow reader stamina to meet the 
grade-level goal (i.e., K= 7-8 min, Primary= 8-12 min, Intermediate 
= 12-16 min) before introducing the next literacy station. 

If reader stamina meets the desired number of minutes , then in-
troduce working with others and ways to solve differences.  Grow 
reader stamina for working with a partner while maintaining their 
stamina for reading independently.

Half of the class will read alone (i.e., Classroom Library) while 
the other half will read with a partner (i.e., Fluency Station). 
Introduce station-transition procedures and practice them to 
improve efficiency.   

The notion of  “workshop” emerges in Week #5. Readers execute 
multiple types of work in different places all at the same time. 
This requires a method of communicating	who does what and 
when. (With students engaged in stations, the teacher meets 
with students one-on-one to identify their unique reader needs.)

With continued station practice, students’  confidence and in-
dependence increase. With students engaged in stations, the 
teacher conducts initial meetings with small groups to outline 
expectations and procedures. 

DAYS 1-5
SEE PAGE 5

WEEK #1

DAYS 6-10
SEE PAGE 6

DAYS 11-15
SEE PAGE 7

DAYS 16-20
SEE PAGE 8

DAYS 21-25
SEE PAGE 9

DAYS 26-30
SEE PAGE 10

Notice that each row of this 6-week planning guide identifies multiple lessons and activities to 

consume the entire reading block. Since students’ beginning-of-the-year stamina is minimal, 

they cannot work independently for very long. Therefore, there is plenty of time within the read-

ing block to deliver at least two whole-class mini-lessons every day. 

PRESENT AT LEAST ONE
Procedural Lesson

Introduce a procedure via a whole-class mini-
lesson.  Give students a chance to practice it. 
Then plan to reteach the procedure and prac-
tice it again. There is often time to introduce 
and practice a second procedure the same day. 

PRESENT AT LEAST ONE 
Content Lesson

We cannot wait six weeks to teach reading skills! 
Consequently, deliver mini-lessons that target 
strong reader habits and provide an overview of 
basic reading content. A suggested list of con-
tent mini-lessons is outlined across 30 days. 

Execute multiple mini-lessons daily

6-Week Overview

WEEK #2

WEEK #3

WEEK #4

WEEK #5

WEEK #6
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Build Anchor Charts that outline:  
• Voice Levels.
• Mini-lesson  expectations 2.
• CLASSROOM LIBRARY 3, 4.
• Turn	&	Talk 5.

Introduce individual book boxes/bags 3.

NOTE: Teach WORD-WORK game-like 
activities (e.g., BANG!	6) any time during 
the day.		

Introduce the ways to read a text	within 
CLASSROOM LIBRARY	(e.g., The	Daily	
5	encourages students to read the words, 
read the pictures, and retell the text). 

Introduce a code phrase to signal the 
end of the whole-class mini-lesson.

NOTE: Practice WORD-WORK game-like 
activities (e.g., BANG!	6) any time during 
the day.		

Explain how the CLASSROOM LIBRARY 
books are organized into categories. 

Practice the code phrase to signal the end 
of a mini-lesson. Introduce procedures for 
transitioning from the mini-lesson to the 
next activity. 

NOTE: Practice WORD-WORK game-like 
activities (e.g., BANG! 6) any time during 
the day.			

Introduce how to put a book away 
into the proper category within the 
CLASSROOM LIBRARY. 

NOTE: Teach WORD-WORK game-like 
activities (e.g., Concentration	6) any time 
during the day.		

Build an anchor chart for how to put away 
old books and use I-PICK to choose new 
books from the CLASSROOM LIBRARY.

NOTE: Practice WORD-WORK game-like 
activities (e.g., Concentration 6) any time 
during the day.		

Plunk students around the room and 
practice CLASSROOM LIBRARY 
with multiple 3-minute trial runs.

Watch for students who break 
procedure. Reconvene the whole 
group to reteach and practice again. 

Plunk students in different places 
around the room to practice 
CLASSROOM LIBRARY with 
multiple 3-minute trial runs. Begin to 
grow stamina 9.

Watch for students who break 
procedure. Reconvene the whole 
group to reteach and practice again.

Practice CLASSROOM LIBRARY 
and grow stamina 9. 

Watch for students who break 
procedure. Reconvene the whole 
group to reteach and practice again.

Practice CLASSROOM LIBRARY and 
grow stamina 9. 

If the same student keeps breaking 
procedure, consider when to 
intervene with the four levels of 
interventions.  It may depend 
on grade level & maturity of the 
students. 

Take students (a few at a time) to 
your classroom library to choose 
new books for their boxes/bags.  Use 
the I-PICK method to choose new 
and put old books away by proper 
category.  The rest of the class will 
practice CLASSROOM LIBRARY 
and continue to grow stamina 9. 

Administer any whole-
class assessments (e.g., 
spelling inventory, 
high-frequency words, 
interest inventory 7, 
etc.) this week. 

LESSONS
Content

WEEK #1SETTING EXPECTATIONS
TO WORK INDEPENDENTLY

LESSONS
Procedural

PRACTICE
Literacy Station

1

2

3

4

5

Small Groups
& ASSESSMENT LESSONS

DAY

DAY

DAY

DAY

DAY

Introduce that readers 
are thinkers using the 
caricature with the 
two bubbles 1.  Model 
Reading	Voice	and 
Thinking	Voice.  

Review Reading	Voice  
and Thinking	Voice.   
Add Distracting	Voice	8.  
Model how readers  
juggle many thoughts. 

Label reader thoughts 
as inferences 10.	
Draw	connections 
to background-
knowledge backpacks 
and Velcro. Start the 
yearlong reading 
bulletin board 11, 12. 

Explain that readers 
read a variety of texts. 
Introduce literature and 
informational texts in 
print, visual, and digital 
formats all on the same 
topic.  Observe how to 
“read” these texts and 
engage the	Thinking	
Voice. 

Introduce and model 
“Readers retell and 
summarize.”  Update 
the yearlong reading 
bulletin board with 
the corresponding 
comprehension icon, 
picture book cover,  
song lyrics, and 
thinking stems 11, 12.
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Content
 LESSONS

WEEK #2 MAKING CHOICES
WHILE WORKING INDEPENDENTLY

Review procedures for 
Stop	&	Say	Something	13. 
Model how to use it to 
determine the main idea 
of a passage.  

Reveal the Islands	&	
Bridge graphic. Explain 
that readers travel 
from the Island	of	
Decoding using the 
Bridge	of	Fluency	to 
get to the Island	of	
Comprehension.

Using an informational 
text, introduce and 
model “Readers think 
about the main idea.”  
Update the yearlong 
reading bulletin board 
with the corresponding 
comprehension icon, 
picture book cover,  
song lyrics, and thinking 
stems 11, 12.

Teach procedures for 
Stop	&	Say	Something	13.	
Model how the strategy 
supports retelling and 
summarizing. 

Model examples of 
strong and weak 
fluency.  Note the 
differences and begin 
to build an all-class 
fluency rubric 15.  

Review how to select a new book from 
the CLASSROOM LIBRARY (e.g., utilize 
the popular I-PICK method from The	Daily	
5).

NOTE: Teach WORD-WORK game-like 
activities (e.g., Go	Fish! 6) any time during 
the day.		

Model how to assess one’s work in the 
CLASSROOM LIBRARY during the 
all-class share/check-in time at the end of 
the reading block.  

NOTE: Practice WORD-WORK game-like 
activities (e.g., Go	Fish! 6) any time during 
the day.		

Review any CLASSROOM LIBRARY 
procedures that need fine-tuning or begin 
to introduce procedures for What	to	do	if	I	
need	help (e.g., Ask 3 before me,  Write it on 
a sticky note & put it where the teacher is 
working, etc.).

NOTE: Teach WORD-WORK game-like 
activities (e.g., sorting 6) any time during 
the day.		

If CLASSROOM LIBRARY is up to the 
desired amount of minutes, introduce 
FLUENCY as Station #2.  Introduce how 
to sit with a partner elbow to elbow, 
knee to knee. 

NOTE: Practice WORD-WORK game-
like activities (e.g., sorting 6) any time 
during the day.		

Introduce Echo	Reading with a partner 
at the FLUENCY Station.  Review the 
anchor chart with the emphasis on 
looking at the print, as well as reading it 
with proper fluency.  

NOTE: Practice WORD-WORK game-like 
activities (e.g., sorting 6) any time during 
the day.		

Continue with 
any whole-class 
assessments. Begin to 
compile data on the 
Reading Data Tracker 14. 

Take students (a few at a time) to 
oversee their application of I-PICK 
when choosing new books to add 
to their boxes/bags and how they 
put old books away by proper 
category.  

The rest of the class will practice 
CLASSROOM LIBRARY and 
continue to grow stamina 9.

Plunk partners in different places 
around the room and practice 
FLUENCY with multiple 3-minute 
trial runs.

Continue to practice 
CLASSROOM LIBRARY to either 
grow or maintain stamina 9. 

Plunk partners in different places 
around the room and practice 
FLUENCY with multiple 3-minute 
trial runs.

Continue to practice CLASSROOM 
LIBRARY to either grow or 
maintain stamina 9. 

LESSONSLESSONS
Procedural

PRACTICE
Literacy Station

6

7

8

9

10

Small Groups
& ASSESSMENT

DAY

DAY

DAY

DAY

DAY

#7

Take students (a few at a time) to 
oversee their application of I-PICK 
when choosing new books to add to 
their boxes/bags and how they put 
old books away by proper category.  

The rest of the class will practice 
CLASSROOM LIBRARY and 
continue to grow stamina 9. 

Take students (a few at a time) to 
oversee their application of I-PICK 
when choosing new books to add 
to their boxes/bags and how they 
put old books away by proper 
category.  

The rest of the class will practice 
CLASSROOM LIBRARY and 
continue to grow stamina 9. 

Do NOT hold 
small-group 
meetings until all	
literacy-station  
procedures are 
rolled out.

#7
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Introduce and 
model how to read a 
passage written for 
two voices 18. Explain 
that the text features 
(e.g., color, font, 
position on the page, 
etc.) denote the two 
parts.  

Practice reading 
punctuation 
embedded within the 
ABCs or a sequence 
of numbers 17. Or 
reread the same 
sentence punctuated 
in different ways. 

Introduce and model 
“Readers change 
their voices for the 
punctuation.” Build 
an anchor chart to 
show how the voice 
adjusts for periods, 
question marks, and 
exclamation marks 17.  

Build an anchor 
chart to define the 
procedures for Echo	
Reading with emphasis 
on looking at the print, 
as well as reading it 
with proper fluency 16.  

Introduce and model 
“Readers visualize in 
their imaginations.”  
Update the yearlong 
reading bulletin board 
with the corresponding 
comprehension icon, 
picture book cover, 
song lyrics, and 
thinking stems 11, 12.

Introduce and model how partners make 
a decision together within the FLUENCY 
station (e.g., take turns, partner A/partner 
B, oldest/youngest, rock/paper/scissors, 
etc.).

NOTE: Introduce or continue to practice 
WORD-WORK game-like activities any 
time during the day.		

Introduce and model that the listener in a 
FLUENCY station has a job with	Stop	and	
Say	Something.	

Review how to determine who will read 
first in a FLUENCY station. 

NOTE: Introduce or continue to practice 
WORD-WORK game-like activities any 
time during the day.	

Introduce how to choose a partner OR 
how to determine the partner that the 
teacher assigned for you in the FLUENCY 
station. Practice changing the Reading	
Voice	for punctuation.

NOTE: Introduce or continue to practice 
WORD-WORK game-like activities any 
time during the day.	

Review how to read a passage written 
for two voices with a partner and 
determine who will read first during the 
FLUENCY station.  

NOTE: Introduce or continue to practice 
WORD-WORK game-like activities any 
time during the day.	

If Fluency and Classroom Library 
stamina are up to equal time, introduce 
procedures for how to switch from 
CLASSROOM LIBRARY (alone) to 
FLUENCY (with a partner).  Use a quiet 
signal to indicate it is time to switch. 

NOTE: Introduce or continue to practice 
WORD-WORK game-like activities any 
time during the day.		

Practice FLUENCY with different 
partners (if desired) and continue to 
grow stamina.

Continue to practice CLASSROOM 
LIBRARY to either grow or maintain 
stamina. 

Practice FLUENCY with different 
partners (if desired) and continue to 
grow stamina.

Continue to practice CLASSROOM 
LIBRARY to either grow or maintain 
stamina. 

Practice FLUENCY with different 
partners (if desired) and continue to 
grow stamina.

Continue to practice CLASSROOM 
LIBRARY to either grow or maintain 
stamina. 

Practice FLUENCY with different 
partners (if desired) and continue to 
grow stamina.

Continue to practice CLASSROOM 
LIBRARY to either grow or maintain 
stamina. 

The whole class practices 
CLASSROOM LIBRARY first.

When signaled, the whole class 
transitions to FLUENCY with a 
partner.  

Continue with any 
additional whole-class 
assessments. Compile 
data on the Reading 
Data Tracker this week 14. 

LESSONS

WEEK #3COOPERATING WITH OTHERS
WHILE WORKING INDEPENDENTLY

LESSONS
Procedural

PRACTICE
Literacy Station

11

12

13

14

15

Small Groups
& ASSESSMENT

DAY

DAY

DAY

DAY

DAY

Content
 LESSONS
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Content
 LESSONS

½ of the class engages in 
CLASSROOM LIBRARY while 
½ of the class executes the 
FLUENCY station with a partner.  
When signaled, both groups will 
transition to the opposite station. 

½ of the class engages in 
CLASSROOM LIBRARY while 
½ of the class executes the 
FLUENCY station with a partner.  
When signaled, both groups will 
transition to the opposite station. 

Introduce and model 
“Readers synthesize.”  
Update the yearlong 
reading bulletin board 
with the corresponding 
comprehension icon, 
picture book cover, 
song lyrics, and 
thinking stems 11, 12.

Conclude the 
comprehension strategy 
introduction with a 
review that “Inferring = 
Thinking.”  Execute an 
Interactive	Read	Aloud, 
modeling all strategies. 
Update the yearlong 
reading bulletin board 
11, 12.

Introduce and model 
“Readers make 
connections.” Update 
the yearlong reading 
bulletin board with 
the corresponding 
comprehension icon, 
picture book cover, 
song lyrics, and 
thinking stems 11, 12.

Introduce and 
model “Readers ask 
questions.”  Update 
the yearlong reading 
bulletin board with 
the corresponding 
comprehension icon, 
picture book cover,  
song lyrics, and 
thinking stems 11, 12.

Introduce how to read 
a complex text using 
the 3 phases of close 
reading— What	does	the	
text	say?	How	does	the	
text	say	it?	Why	does	it	
matter? 19

Execute phases 1 & 2 
using an Oreo cookie 19. 
Chart responses. 

Review how to switch from 
CLASSROOM LIBRARY to the 
FLUENCY station (or from one station to 
the whole-class lesson space) based on 
the switch signal.

NOTE: Continue to introduce or practice 
WORD-WORK game-like activities any 
time during the day.		

Review how to efficiently switch 
from CLASSROOM LIBRARY to the 
FLUENCY station (or from one station to 
a whole-class lesson).  Set a goal to “beat 
the timer” between each transition once 
the switch signal has been given.

NOTE: Continue to introduce or practice 
WORD-WORK game-like activities any 
time during the day.		

Introduce procedures for how to switch 
from FLUENCY (with a partner) to 
CLASSROOM LIBRARY (alone). Use a 
quiet signal to indicate it is time to switch.

NOTE: Continue to introduce or practice 
WORD-WORK game-like activities any 
time during the day.		 

Review procedures for how to 
switch back and forth between both 
stations— FLUENCY (with a partner) 
and CLASSROOM LIBRARY (alone). 
Use a quiet signal to indicate it is time 
to switch. 

NOTE: Continue to introduce or practice 
WORD-WORK game-like activities any 
time during the day.		

Review any procedures to improve 
the efficiency of the switch between  
FLUENCY (with a partner) and 
CLASSROOM LIBRARY (alone).  Set a 
new a goal to “beat the timer” between 
each transition once the signal to switch  
has been given. 

NOTE: Continue to introduce or practice 
WORD-WORK game-like activities any 
time during the day.		  

The whole class practices 
CLASSROOM LIBRARY first.

When signaled, the whole class 
transitions to FLUENCY with a 
partner.  

The whole class practices 
CLASSROOM LIBRARY first.

When signaled, the whole class 
transitions to FLUENCY with a 
partner. Repeat this procedure 
multiple times.

Practice each station to maintain 
reader stamina.

Conduct any 
additional whole-
class assessments. 
Compile data on the 
Reading Data Tracker 
this week 14. 

The whole class practices FLUENCY 
first.

When signaled, the whole class 
transitions to CLASSROOM 
LIBRARY. Repeat this procedure 
multiple times.

Practice each station to maintain 
reader stamina.

LESSONS

WEEK #4 TRANSITIONING EFFICIENTLY
WHILE WORKING INDEPENDENTLY

LESSONS
Procedural

PRACTICE
Literacy Station Small Groups

& ASSESSMENT

DAY

DAY

DAY

DAY

DAY

16

17

18

19

20
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LESSONS

WEEK #5FOLLOWING A PLAN
TO WORK INDEPENDENTLY

LESSONS
Procedural

PRACTICE
Literacy Station

21

22

23

24

25

Small Groups
& ASSESSMENT

DAY

DAY

DAY

DAY

DAY

Content
 LESSONS

Introduce sticky 
notes to support how 
“Readers use tools to 
document the Thinking	
Voice. “  Model using 
sticky notes to write 
thoughts during reading 
and place them in the 
text near where the 
details are located 23, 24. 

Introduce “Readers use 
tools to document the 
Thinking	Voice. “  Model 
how to annotate leaving 
tracks in the “snow” of a 
text 22.  

Introduce how to follow a 
management board, task sheet, or 
check-in procedure to manage their 
time in CLASSROOM LIBRARY and 
the FLUENCY station 20, 21.   

Introduce options for WORD-WORK 
activities that have been introduced and 
practiced since the beginning of the year 
(e.g., BANG!,	Concentration,	Go	Fish!).

 

Discuss and model procedures for 
putting away materials within the 
WORD-WORK station. Make decisions 
as to what is put away after every use, 
at the end of stations, or at the end of 
the week.  

Introduce more options for WORD-
WORK activities that have been 
introduced and practiced since the 
beginning of the year (e.g., ABC	Chart,	
sorts, word ladders, Look/Say/Cover/
Write/Check). 
 

Review procedures.  Introduce a 
Materials Manager. This student will 
be in charge of replenishing WORD-
WORK supplies when certain ones 
run out.   

Follow a work-board/assignment 
sheet or make choices while 
practicing transitions 20, 21.

— ½ class does CLASSROOM  
       LIBRARY.
— ½ class does FLUENCY.

Follow a work-board/assignment 
sheet or make choices while 
practicing transitions 20, 21.

— 1/3 class does CLASSROOM  
       LIBRARY.
— 1/3 class does FLUENCY.
— 1/3 class does WORD-WORK  
      activities. 

Begin one-on-one 
assessments while the 
rest of the class works in 
stations.  Take a running 
record, assess an mCLASS 
level, listen to a student 
read a familiar book 
or cold read, give an 
interest inventory, etc. 
Add data to the Reading 
Data Tracker 14. 

 Continue to teach 
“Readers use tools to 
document the Thinking	
Voice. “ Go beyond 
highlighting important 
information; model how 
to why-light.	This includes 
using the margins to note 
why the reader marked 
the text 23.  

The lessons suggested in the “Content” column 
may not be appropriate for all grade levels. Add 
lessons and/or adjust the sequence as needed. 

Review the 3 phases 
of close reading.  
Execute phases 1 & 
2 with a Ritz cracker.  
Within phase 3, 
make text-to-text 
connections between 
the Oreo (see Day 20)
and the Ritz 19.

Introduce sticky flags to 
support how “Readers 
use tools to document 
the Thinking	Voice.”  With 
informational text, 
teach students to flag 
interesting and important 
facts during reading in 
order to reference them 
within after-reading 
discussions 23.

Follow a work-board/assignment 
sheet or make choices while 
practicing transitions 20, 21.

— 1/3 class does CLASSROOM  
       LIBRARY.
— 1/3 class does FLUENCY.
— 1/3 class does WORD-WORK  
      activities. 

Follow a work-board/assignment 
sheet or make choices while 
practicing transitions 20, 21.

— 1/3 class does CLASSROOM  
       LIBRARY.
— 1/3 class does FLUENCY.
— 1/3 class does WORD-WORK  
       activities. 

Follow a work-board/assignment 
sheet or make choices while 
practicing transitions 20, 21.

— 1/3 class does CLASSROOM  
       LIBRARY.
— 1/3 class does FLUENCY.
— 1/3 class does WORD-WORK  
       activities. 

#8
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LESSONS

WEEK #6 MANAGING TIME
WHILE WORKING INDEPENDENTLY

LESSONS
Procedural

PRACTICE
Literacy Station Small Groups

& ASSESSMENT

DAY

DAY

DAY

DAY

DAY

26

27

28

29

30

Content
 LESSONS

Introduce how to use technology within 
a LISTENING station with websites, Mp3 
files, or CDs. 

Identify who will be the Tech Specialists 
or I.T. Coordinators. These students will 
offer tech support within the LISTENING 
station when issues arise.  Go over 
procedures for how to notify the student 
in charge. Explain that problems which 
cannot be resolved will end with an 
“under construction” sign. Students 
assigned to that station will transition to 
independent reading/Classroom Library.

Review any procedures for stations that 
need adjustment.  

Demonstrate procedures for coming to 
small-group instruction.  Go over options 
for what partners should do in the 
FLUENCY station if the teacher calls one 
of the students to a small-group meeting. 

Review any procedures for stations that 
need adjustment.  

Model how to exit a small group and 
return back to the stations without 
being a distraction to others. 

Review any procedures for stations that 
need adjustment.  

Pull back “pretend” small 
groups of 5 or 6 students 
at a time to the table to 
go over expectations 
for small-group 
procedures.  Practice 
assimilating back into 
literacy stations without 
disrupting others.  

Follow a work-board/assignment 
sheet and practice transitioning.

— 1/4 class does CLASSROOM  
      LIBRARY.
— 1/4 class does FLUENCY.
— 1/4 class does WORD-WORK  
      activities. 
— 1/4 class uses LISTENING station.  

Continue one-on-one 
assessments while the 
rest of the class works in 
stations.  Take a running 
record, assess an 
mCLASS level, listen to 
a student read a familiar 
book or cold read, give 
an interest inventory, 
etc. Add data to the 
Reading Data Tracker 14. 

Review on-screen 29 
reader habits relevant to 
the tech needs of your 
students. For example:
• Changing meanings of  
   cursor symbols30 
• Accessing Google docs 
• Utilizing digital reader  
   tools (e.g., highlighter,  
   etc.)

Reveal that texts 
come in a variety of 
text structures.  Use 
informational texts 
written in a compare-
contrast format.  Retell 
key features of each 
item and list details on 
a Compare-Contrast	
T-Chart 24, 25, 28. 

Reveal that texts 
come in a variety of 
text structures.  Use 
an informational text 
written in a main-idea/
supporting-details 
structure.  Retell main 
ideas within the ovals of  
a Dissected	Web 24, 25, 27. 

Introduce the Quotes	
&	Notes	T-Chart	to 
support how “Readers 
use tools to document 
the Thinking	Voice.“  
Model how to extract 
important details and 
list reader thoughts 
within the two 
columns 23, 24, 25. 

Introduce “Readers 
use graphic organizers 
based on text 
structures.” Use an 
informational text that 
follows a sequence.  
Retell events in order 
while jotting details in 
pictures and words on a 
Storyboard  24, 25, 26. 

Procedures are NOT 
only addressed in 
the first six weeks. 

#9
After holiday breaks or when 
there is an influx of new 

Follow a work-board/assignment 
sheet and practice transitioning.

— 1/4 class does CLASSROOM  
      LIBRARY.
— 1/4 class does FLUENCY.
— 1/4 class does WORD-WORK  
      activities. 
— 1/4 class uses LISTENING station.  

Follow a work-board/assignment 
sheet and practice transitioning.

— 1/4 class does CLASSROOM  
      LIBRARY.
— 1/4 class does FLUENCY.
— 1/4 class does WORD-WORK  
      activities. 
— 1/4 class uses LISTENING station.  

Follow a work-board/assignment 
sheet and practice transitioning.

— 1/4 class does CLASSROOM  
      LIBRARY.
— 1/4 class does FLUENCY.
— 1/4 class does WORD-WORK  
       activities. 
— 1/4 class uses LISTENING station.  

Follow a work-board/assignment 
sheet and practice transitioning.

— 1/4 class does CLASSROOM  
      LIBRARY.
— 1/4 class does FLUENCY.
— 1/4 class does WORD-WORK  
      activities. 
— 1/4 class uses LISTENING station.  

students, plan to return to procedural 
lessons. Review anchor charts, model 
behaviors, and practice to establish 
desired procedures. 
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Reading Block
     The Big Picture

The small-group setting is intentional. It allows 
for differentiation. The range of readers in a 
single classroom can vary greatly based on 
their stages of development. Using data, the 
teacher may decide to differentiate the text 
level, the teacher support, and/or the target 
skill. 

After delivering instruction via whole-class 
mini-lessons, now students are expected to 
“bring it all together.”  Within the small-group 
setting, students are to use their item knowl-
edge about phonics and words to read a text 
fluently in order to make sense of it.

This allows the teacher to then determine 
what skills to reteach in future whole-class 
mini-lessons, what skills to support in ad-
ditional small-group meetings, and/or what 
skills to add to a literacy station for indepen-
dent practice.

The teacher-led component of small groups  
is essential. Keep in mind, some students 
hide amongst their peers during whole-class 
mini-lessons. Therefore, the classroom teacher 
(resource teacher or instructional assistant) 
needs to work with students in smaller groups. 
These more intimate situations allow the 
teacher to assess each student’s individual 
level of mastery. 

When the text becomes too difficult, the 
teacher can step in and provide just the right 
amount of support. This may include asking 
the student to try something, prompting him 
to use a specific strategy, or showing him a 
previously-taught skill via a model. 

The text is specifically chosen. Since each 
group of readers has specific needs, every 
text must be intentionally selected. It has to 
fit both the target skills to be practiced and a 
group’s instructional level. This provides stu-
dents appropriate challenges to then problem 
solve.  

Such text may be a portion of a longer pas-
sage or a shorter, one-sitting text. Regardless, 
each student will read the predetermined text 
in its entirety. This reading can be executed via 
choral reading, whisper reading, or silent read-
ing— but never round-robin reading 16.  

Remember, students are reading authenti-
cally to understand something about the 
text. Therefore, before reading, the teacher 
identifies a reading purpose and identifies 
how students should collect text details to be 
discussed at the end of the meeting. 

While students are reading, the teacher leans 
in to a	student to listen to him individually 
problem-solve the text, providing support as 
needed. 

The rest of the year, the reading block includes all three components— whole-

class mini-lessons, small-group guided instruction, and independent literacy stations. 

WEEK #7 & BEYOND

•	 Small	group means 5-6 students. 
•	 Guided	means the teacher/an adult is providing the instruction.
•	 Instruction means it is customized and appropriate for specific readers.

Small-Group
Guided Instruction

A “small group” is NOT several 
students reading and discussing 
the same text while the teacher 
walks around monitoring. 

With small-group meetings occurring, now 
the reading block has a purposeful and cyclical 
rhythm. Each skill taught will progress through 
all three phases of instruction over the course 
of several days 31. 

Even though the whole class 
heard the same mini-lesson, each 
small-group meeting should NOT 
read the same text or have the 
same discussion.  

Literacy stations do NOT require 
“stuff.”  The teacher should NOT 
spend hours downloading, print-
ing, and making games or activi-
ties to keep students busy. 

When planning literacy-station content, 
consider the skills recently taught in whole-
class lessons and supported in small groups.  
Once most of the students demonstrate 
they understand the concept, provide op-
portunities for them to practice it within the 
different stations. 

Teachers should NOT teach 
everything in the small-
group setting. 

Small-group guided instruction is a way 
to differentiate based on specific needs of 
the readers.  If all students need to read the 
same text and have the same discussion, 
then save it for whole-class instruction or a 
read aloud. 

Mini-Lessons

Literacy 
Stations

Small 
Groups

Instruction needs to first begin as 
direct instruction through whole-class 
mini-lessons the entire school year.  The 
whole-class mini-lesson is the most 
efficient way to deliver information to 
the masses. 

#11 #12 #13
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how to apply research-based literacy strategies in ways that are practical and effective.
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Introducing Reading	Voice and Thinking	Voice
Execute mini-lessons in four steps
Starting literacy stations
Organize your Classroom Library
Maintain control during mini-lessons
Incorporate word work games without a lot of work
Interest inventories for your readers
Self-monitor to mute the Distracting	Voice
Keep track as students build reading stamina
Broaden definition of inference 
Introduce each comprehension strategy
Maintain yearlong reading bulletin boards
Stop	and	Say	Something
Compile assessment data with a Reading Data Tracker
Introducing fluency to students
Consider alternatives to round-robin reading
Hear punctuation
Provide engaging text for partners to read in Fluency station
Introduce the 3 phases of a close reading to students
Introduce the purpose of annotation
Ensure efficient literacy stations with task sheets
Communicate must-do versus may-do reading tasks
Simplify annotation with marks, codes, and abbreviations
Resources to notice and note author ideas
Expose K-2 readers to annotation strategies 
Adapt the Storyboard to fit all chronological texts
Track main ideas and details within a	Dissected	Web
Adjust a T-Chart	to fit various text structures
Maximize on-screen reading time
Recognize cursor symbols to improve on-screen reading 
Release responsibility to the students during the cycle

www.SmekensEducation.com

Footnotes throughout the resource are all identified below. Using the 
provided key words per footnote, search within the SmekensEducation.com 
website for information on specific strategies, routines, and resources.
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